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Recent and growing interest in the principles and methods of classification has re-

resulted in a rapid proliferation of diverse literature on the subject, and the appearance

of a society which addresses itself to general problems of classification. The Classification

Society, founded in 1964, has a European and North American branch, and a total

current membership of about 500. Although about one-fifth of its members are biolo-

gists (including anatomists, bacteriologists, botanists, ecologists, entomologists, and

parasitologists), the Society strives for a multidisciplinary approach, and fields such as

anthropology, economics, geography, geology, library science, linguistics, mathematics,

medical sciences, psychology, sociology, statistics, urban planning, etc., are represented.

The Society holds annual branch meetings, publishes a bulletin, is investigating publica-

tion of its own journal, and has initiated a bibliographic service for its members.

The bibliography project was begun under the initial guidance of T. J. Crovello, as a

result of the realization of a real need for an interdisciplinary awareness of common

problems and approaches. It is our hope that the project will aid members in keeping up

with current literature and, more importantly, help to provide the spark that often

accompanies introduction to a viewpoint and methodology that originates outside of

one's usual sphere of thought. For example, the problems faced by a linguist in his

attempts to trace the evolution of a language are remarkably similar to those encountered

by a phyletically-oriented biologist, and their analogous efforts can prove mutually

stimulating. Unfortunately, it is at present unlikely that a biologist would be at all

familiar with the literature of linguistics, and vice versa.

A Bibliographic Committee of the Classification Society spent about two years draw-

ing up a list of references dealing with theory and methods of classification. The list was

gradually reduced in size, as a result of committee work and feedback from members, to

a basic profile of 50 articles. This profile has been submitted to a multidisciplinary infor-

mation retrieval organization, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), which also

publishes Current Contents and the Science Citation Index. ISI is providing on a weekly

basis punched cards containing articles ("hits") published during that week which cite

one or more articles on our profile. The punched cards are being accumulated and at six-

month intervals will be computer-sorted, with a list of hits mimeographed and distributed

to the members.
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The cost of the service, currently on a 1-year trial basis for North American branch

members only, is being borne through a $3 surcharge on the basic $3 membership fee.

Members of the Bibliography Committee include T. J. Crovello, B. C. Griffith, J. A.

Hendrickson, J. Rubin, F. J. Rohf, R. R. Sokal, and W. W. Moss, Chairman. Individuals

wishing information about the Society and its benefits may contact the Secretary, T. J.

Crovello, Department of Biology, University of Notre Dame, IN 46556. Membership
application forms may be obtained from the Treasurer, L. Orloci, Department of Plant

Sciences, University of Western Ontario, London 72, Ontario, Canada.

2.0125 The Classification Society bibliography project.

Abstract. -A list of references, basic to the subject of classification, and a profile

comprise a project designed to aid members, through information retrieval procedures,
to keep up with the literature, especially through interdiscipline retrieval, and with the

rapidly developing science of classification. -W. W. Moss, Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia. 19th & The Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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THE ENTOMOLOGIST'SMARKETPLACE, cont. from back cover.

For sale: 15 glass topped insect drawers, approx. 19" x 19", unfinished, in cabinet.

$75.00. R. A. Rahn, 106 William St., Watertown, WI 53094.

For sale: Complete set of "Systematic Zoology", v. 1-12 bound red buckram; v. 13-

20, paper. $200.00, shipped postpaid. P. O. Box 4068, Tallahassee, FL 32303.

AQUATICDIPTERA, by O. A. Johannsen. 370 p., including 757 figs, on 72 full-page

plates. (1934-37) reprint 1969. All five parts of this basic reference on larvae and pupae
of aquatic flies. $11.25 cloth, $5.00 paper. For this and any insect book in print, write

to: Entomological Reprint Specialists, P. O. Box 77977, Dockweiler Station, Los

Angeles, California 90007, USA.

BUTTERFLIES OF THE AUSTRALIAN REGION, by Bernard D'Abrera. 352 p.,

over 4,000 full color photographs. Ready Feb. 1972. $39.95 postpaid. A magnificently

illustrated and comprehensive work treating the butterflies of Australia, Papua & New
Guinea, the Moluccas, New Zealand, and the islands of the South Pacific. Entomological

Reprint Specialists, P. O. Box 77971, Dockweiler Station, Los Angeles, CA 90007, USA.

THE MOTHSOF AMERICANORTHOF MEXICO. Fascicle 21, Sphingoidea now in

stock, xii+158 p., 14 superb color plates, 8 black-and-white photos, 19 figs., 2 plates of

line drawings. 1971. $24.00. Also available at a reduced price to subscribers of all 41

fascicles, which will treat and figure in color all 10,000 species of North American moths.

Write for complete details and brochure, with sample color plate. Entomological Re-

print Specialists,/'. O. Box 77971, Dockweiler Station, Los Angeles, CA 90007, USA.


